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Within the two-body αt-model for 7Li nucleus 
the relative motion wave functions in 5He + d chan-
nel have been built by using the projecting method 
in the dynamic potential cluster model. It is neces-
sary to note, that in this calculations the {dt} confi g-
uration of 5He nucleus has been taken into account. 
The graphs of obtained 5He + d relative motion 
wave functions at the various values of the oscilla-
tory parameter of α-particle are presented. S-wave 
of the relative d5He motion wave function, obtained 
in this work within the {dt} confi guration of 5He 
nucleus, doesn’t have a node in contrast to the cor-
responding one obtained earlier within the {αn} 
confi guration of 5He nucleus. Obtained functions 
have been used for calculation of the spectroscopic 
Sd-factors of the deuteron separation from 7Li nu-
cleus. Also the comparative analysis of the obtained 
spectroscopic Sd-factors with corresponding ones 
calculated earlier within the {αn} confi guration of 
this nucleus has been performed.

In the present work the construction of rela-
tive motion wave functions (WF) in 5He + d chan-
nel with taking into account dt-confi guration of 5He 
nucleus is performed within the dynamic potential 
cluster model (DPCM) on the basis of projecting 
technique described in detail in Refs [1–3]. Below, 
the main stages of construction of mentioned above 
WF are presented.

To construct 5He{dt} relative motion WF it is 
necessary to calculate the overlap integral:

  (1)

where    are the WF 

of 5He{dt}, d and 7Li{αt} nuclei, is the relative 
motion coordinate of α and t clusters,  is the rela-
tive motion coordinate of d and t clusters,  is the 
np relative motion coordinate,  is the relative mo-
tion coordinate of 5He and d nuclei. The integration 
with respect to  and  leads to the corresponding 
5He{dt} relative motion WF as a function of  variable.

Next, let us comment the model functions used 
in calculations. For description of 7Li{αt} nucleus 
state the following WF is used:

  (2)

where   are the inter-

nal WF of α-particle and tritium correspondingly, 

   are the spin and isospin functions 

of proton,   are the spin 

and isospin functions of tritium,  are the Cleb-
sch-Gordan coeffi cients,  is the angular 
spherical function.

It is obvious that in this case the projecting of 
7Li{αt} nucleus WF on 5He + d channel affects the 
internal structure of α-particle, so for our calcula-
tion the WF of α-particle is also needed: 

  (3)

where  is the internal function of triti-

um being in the α-particle structure, which has been 

obtained in Refs [4, 5] within the resonating group 
method (RGM).

The state of tritium in 7Li{αt} structure is de-
scribed by WF:

  (4)
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The WF of 5He{dt} nucleus with the total momentum j and its projection mj may be formally presented 
in the form: 

  (5)

where   are the internal WF of tritium and deuteron in 5He{dt} structure corre-
spondingly.

The state of deuteron is described by the following WF:

  (6)

where Jd, Md are the total angular momentum and 
its projection.

To calculate integral (1) it is necessary to per-
form the direct transformations of relative Jacobi 
coordinates at the transition from 7Li{αt} system 
to d + 5He{dt} system, i.e.

, 

and, similarly, back transformations. It is fairly 
easy to do, so we shall not give these transforma-
tions explicitly.

Next, using the projection technique pre-
sented in [1–3], we obtain the fi nal form of 
the clusters relative motion wave function in 
the channel:

  (7)

where κ, mκ are the orbital momentum of d5He rela-
tive motion and its projection, sc, mc are 5He{dt} + d 

channel spin and its projection,  is the radial 
part of the relative motion WF which has the form:

  (8)

In expression (8) the integral Iκ(ρ) at κ = 0 (S-component) has the following form:

  (9)

and at the value κ = 2 (D-component) it takes the 
form:

  (10)

The obtained relative motion WF in 
5He{dt} + d channel (7) are plotted in Fig. 1 and 
2 at the various values of the oscillatory param-
eter of α-particle. As it seen from Fig. 1, S-wave 
of the relative d5He motion WF, obtained in this 
work within the {dt} confi guration of 5He nucleus, 
doesn’t have a node in contrast to the correspond-
ing one obtained earlier within the {αn} confi gura-
tion of 5He nucleus [6].

Fig. 1. Relative motion wave functions in 5He{dt} + d 
channel (S-wave), obtained at the various values 
of the oscillatory parameter r0 of α-particle: 
1 – r0 = 1,7 fm; 2 – r0 = 2 fm; 3 – r0 = 2,2 fm
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Fig. 2. Relative motion wave functions in 5He{dt} + d channel: D1/2 – wave (a) and D3/2 – wave (b). Curve denotations 
are the same as in Fig. 1

On the basis of formula (7) it is easy to obtain 
the formula for calculation of the spectroscopic 

Sd-factors of the separation of deuterons from 7Li 
nucleus:

  (11)

The results of theoretical calculations of the 
spectroscopic Sd-factors in 5He{dt} + d channel are 
presented in Table. 

It is necessary to note that presented in Ta-
ble values of the spectroscopic Sd-factors for 
5He{dt} + d channel, obtained with taking into ac-
count {dt} confi guration of 5He nucleus, are very 
small in comparison with the values obtained earli-
er for 5He{αn} + d channel in Refs. [7, 8]. As it seen 
in the present calculations S-wave is dominating, 

and weight of D-wave is about ~1 %. Apparently, 
this situation is due to the fact that 5He nucleus in 
the ground state exists only in {αn} confi guration. 
{dt} confi guration of this nucleus is more prob-
able only in the fi rst excited state of 5He nucleus 

 [9]. Thus, in future it would 
be urgent to calculate the spectroscopic Sd-factors 
for  channel, when 5He{dt} nucleus 
is in the fi rst excited state.

The results of calculations of the spectroscopic Sd-factors for 5He{dt} + d channel, depending on the 
oscillatory parameter r0 of α-particle

r0, fm S0 S2 РS, % РD, %

1,7 4,01∙10–4 4,84∙10–6 98,8 1,2
2,0 5,23∙10–4 4,70∙10–6 99,1 0,9
2,2 5,89∙10–4 4,71∙10–6 99,2 0,8
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One-nucleon spectroscopic S-factors and types 
of nuclei clusterization are discussed. There is car-
ried out a comparative analysis of the spectroscop-
ic proton Sp- and neutron Sn-factors for transition 
to both the ground and the excited states of the 
corresponding nuclei-residues 6Li-6Не calculated 
within the two-body αt-model of 7Li nucleus with 
new accurate results of theoretical calculations 
of the spectroscopic S-factors for 7Li → 6Не + p 
channel obtained within the shell model and also 
by using of variation methods of Monte-Carlo. For 
construction of the virtual tritium cluster 3Н the 
following models of wave functions have been 
used: the translational-invariant shell model which 
corresponds to the symmetric wave function of 
the relative coordinates, which has a free variable 
oscillatory parameter r0, and also «realistic» wave 
functions which are variation functions the param-
eters of which are chosen to reproduce the observ-
able form-factor of tritium nucleus 3Н.

The important problem in the theoretical anal-
ysis of the nuclear-physical processes is the fi nd-
ing of the correct form of the wave functions of the 
nuclei participating in the interaction being con-
sidered. Since it is possible only in the framework 
of the defi nite models, then it is preferably to use 
the model representations reproducing as much as 
possible wide spectroscopic information about nu-
clei. Now the many-particle shell model (MSM) is 
the more complete and developed one for the light 
nuclei [1]. The experience of MSM use showed 
that its application was justifi ed when considering 
the processes covering the interior of nuclei. At 
investigating of the peripheral processes, particu-
larly, the reactions of nuclei photodisintegration, 
the disadvantages of the MSM use appear to be 
obvious and they are connected with an incorrect 
asymptotics of the wave functions, i.e. with too 
fast decrease at large distances. 

When considering the peripheral processes the 
more acceptable are the potential cluster models 
(PCM), the wave functions of which have a correct 
asymptotics [2]. In addition, exactly the peripheral 
processes dominate in the range of low and super-
low energies of interaction, which are paid still an 
increasing attention now, for example, the problem 
of nucleosynthesis of neutron-defi cient р-nuclei. 
In a whole, a study of the structure of the light 
nuclei including low-energetic near-threshold 
photonucleon (γ, N) reactions has a connection to 
the nuclear astrophysics, and also to the applied 
thermonuclear physics.

One-nucleon characteristics of nuclei such 
as the spectroscopic S-factors, reduced widths θ2, 
partial widths Г, and impulse distribution of nucle-
ons are the important element for investigation of 
reactions, where one nucleon’s separation or join-
ing to target-nucleus occurs. Such ones are the di-
rect nuclear reactions of stripping and pickup, the 
reactions of elastic and inelastic scattering of nu-
cleons on the nuclei, the resonance reactions with 
an excitation of the high levels of the compound 
nucleus and with their consequent decay by one-
nucleon channel.

Nowadays for the nuclei of 1p-shell the vari-
ous experimental data are accumulated. The study 
of the one-nucleon characteristics in the light nu-
clei was began with reactions of deuteron stripping 
and nucleon pickup as (d, p), (d, n), (p, d). The 
mechanism of these reactions is well established: 
this is either the nucleon transfer from the slightly 
bound deuteron to the target-nucleus, i.e. stripping 
reaction, or a pickup of the proton or neutron by 
the projectile nucleon from the target-nucleus, for 
example (p, d) and (n, d). It was further shown that 
the similar simple polar mechanism is the dominant 
on a series of other direct processes as (3He, α), 
(d, t), (α, 3He), (t, d) and etc. The fundamental 
structural characteristic in all these reactions is the 
spectroscopic S-factor establishing a connection 
between different states of the neighboring nuclei. 
The similar structural information can be obtained 
in the reactions of quasi-elastic knockout of nucle-
ons by the projectile protons such as (р, 2р) and 
(р, рn), and also by electrons (e, e′p). The experi-
ments on quasi-elastic knockout of nucleons from 
nucleus by electrons, carried out on the Holland 
accelerator NIKHEV last years, are characterized 
with high energetic resolution (Е  0,1 MeV), that 
allows to study transitions to the separate levels of 
the nuclei-residues (see, for example, review [3] 
and the literature cited in this ref.).

During the 80–90th a group of theorists created 
the dynamic model of the light nuclei [4–8], which 
the fi rst time allowed to describe the structure of 
6,7Li, 6Hе, 7,9Be, 9B nuclei, and properties of their 
excited states and probabilities of the different 
processes on them. For the fi rst time the charac-
teristic geometric forms were predicted, and these 


